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Communication preferences of consumers are evolving rapidly, migration to 
mobile, digital apps, devices and platforms
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ANALYZE

IDEATE

PRIORITIZE

TEST

Direct connected
access to

pre-approved
meticulously profiled 

respondents

Market:
London, UK 

Approach: 
3 Qualitative Chat-Groups
n-150 Quantitative Surveys

Method:
WhatsApp Chat Groups and Quantitative 
Survey including audio/ video capturing 
tool, voice tonality

Sample Profile: 
18-45 Years, 
Males & Females,
Positive Intenders of chewing gums

Authentic real-time 
consumer behavior 

through trusted 
applications, faster

Blurring the lines between 
qual and quant, for faster 

iterative and efficient 
insights

Research Approach

BORDERLESS ACCESS
' RAPID RECYCLING (R )
A tool to support agile

innovation 
development



Could taking an existing idea and creating something more powerful out 
of it yield faster growth?
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Startups succeed big time 
when they address a CRITICAL
need or problem that 
consumers are experiencing

Modern Growth Hacking Successes

Source: https://upthrust.eu/growth-hacking/growth-hacking-examples/

https://upthrust.eu/growth-hacking/growth-hacking-examples/


A conversation with an entrepreneur….
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Danny Lowe I Inventor I Founder I Director: BLOCKHEAD

BV PRADEEP
Global Advisor Borderless Access 

Ex CMI Global VP Unilever



Finding relevant ‘pick-me-up, pep-myself-up, keep-me-going, quick-fix’ 
moments to connect with people and their needs
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“I usually drink tea and coffee in the 
morning on the weekend, just to keep 
myself going and before I go to the 
gym and for a work-out.

During the week, usually coffees in the 
morning straight after lunch and mid-
day about 3 O’clock, around then I 
snack, various energy drinks, protein 
bars, try and eats lots of fruit, just to 
keep myself pepped really cause I’m 
really really busy at work…”

37-year-old, male, married, 
working professional

WEEKDAYSWEEKENDS

Base: 150 (Overall)Q4) What are the occasions when you feel the need to energize/recharge/pick yourself up?

?

Skewed towards Males



Tapping into peoples' current and unmet needs to re-energise, have an 
active day, be focused and productive
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Refresh after a 
tiring day at work

Relieve stress and 
tiredness

Re-energize 
after physical 

activities

To refresh post 
daily chores

Relaxing myself

For an active 
and productive 

day

Before travelling 
to work

Before workout

After workout 

Relaxing at home

To focus at work 
or study
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Importance of need to energize

Q6) Why do you need chewing gum to energize/recharge/pick yourself up during weekday/ weekend? Base: 112 (chewing gum consumers)

*Common in weekday/ weekend

‘’It just gives me 
a little boost to 

either get 
started or
carry on..."

"... gives me a bit 
more time to be 

productive...”

Female, 37-year-old,
married, mother of two,
goes camping and walks, 

follows routine, fancy shopperSkewed towards Males

Skewed towards 36-45 years

Play Audio



What people are saying about their emotional and functional energy needs
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“...sometimes it's a
HARIBO when I’m 

really bad, and equally 
a Red Bull if I am really 

really flagging"”

Female, 39 years old, married, mum, working 
professional, works out, healthy life self and family

Play Video

Sad

Happy

Calm

Anxious

Strong

Q7) When do you feel the need to energize yourself and what do you do during that time?



Opportunity to fulfill everyday weekday pick-me-up and concentration needs 
over the late morning and early afternoon slump
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Sunrise
Sunset

Mid-day

Morning 
Commute

Q4. What are the occasions when you feel the need to energize/recharge/pick yourself up?
Q5. What products do you consume to energize/recharge/pick yourself up 

Base: 150 (Overall)



Most of the benefit spaces are owned by chewing gum, opportunity to 
stretch further to fulfill functional energy and focus needs
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Good Taste

Physically Active

Energized & Focused

Fun, Creative & Relaxed

Health Aids

Being Healthy

Chewing gum

Caffeinated beverages

Caffeinated beverages

Chewing gum

Chewing gum

Fruits

Sweets

Energy drinks

Chewing gum

Energy/protein bars

Mint

Protein shakes

1ST ASSOCIATION 2ND ASSOCIATION

Q10) What are the benefits you see when you consume the following products? Base: 150 (overall)



Ongoing education is needed to counter the perception of adverse health 
effects of chewing gum and other energy offers
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High in sugar (28%) Leads to dehydration (21%) Headache (19%)

Nausea and Insomnia (32%)

Causes anxiety (26%)High in sugar (28%)

Increases heart problems 
(24%)

Leads to dehydration (26%)

Increases heart problems 
(26%)

Female, 44 year old, 
Caffeinated Beverages.

Chewing gum

Caffeinated beverages

Energy drinks

!

“Sometimes energy 
products 

don't work, other 
times you can get 

the jitters. It's hard 
to gauge how much
caffeine etc. you are 

getting.
Also some products 

are high in sugar
which is 

undesirable”

Q12. What according to you are the drawbacks of the following products you consume? Base: 121 (chewing gum consumers) I 131 (caffeinated beverages consumers) I 115 (energy drinks consumers)



Can the perception that the category can be annoying and distracting limit 
growth opportunities for Blockhead’s functional attributes?
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Social Stigma

Dental Issues

Gum Disposal

Health Concerns

Taste and Flavour

Q13) What are the reasons for you to not consume chewing gums? Base: 29 (chewing gum non users)



In sum: Learnings  I   Accelerating the growth hack
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ANALYZE

IDEATE

PRIORITIZE

TEST

Correlating consumer need-
states with occasions will help to 

leverage new category growth 
opportunities for Blockhead

Consider how best to leverage the
top benefits of the 
new functional category, while 
using the drawbacks across traditional 
chewing gum to ideate and position 
the solution more effectively

Know how best to prioritise 
serving the occasions that 
matter, by making the product 
more accessible - closer to the 
moment of need

Focus on tapping into 
consumer's emotional and 

physical needs, underpinned 
by functional benefits to build 
deeper consumer connections
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Borderless Access' 
RAPID RECYCLING(R )



Why discover growth-hacking opportunities with Borderless Access ?
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Connected 
Access

Agile 
Solutions

Smart 
Insights

Ready-to-access global panel reach B2C, B2B, HCP | +100 
Million Panelists 70 Countries | Meticulous Profiling & 
targeting

Deeper consumer connections through innovative 
technology-enabled quantitative and qualitative 
solutions

Tailored decision intelligence tools for different users: 
Automated Reports | Online Dashboards | Analytic Tools 
| Insight PPT
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connect@borderlessaccess.comwww.borderlessaccess.com

http://www.linkedin.com/company/borderlessaccess http://twitter.com/borderlessxs

OUR OFFICE LOCATIONS

AMERICAS
United States

EUROPE
UK | GERMANY | ROMANIA

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
UAE | SAUDI | SOUTH AFRICA  | NIGERIA

APAC

INDIA

mailto:connect@borderlessaccess.com
http://www.borderlessaccess.com/
http://twitter.com/borderlessxs
http://www.linkedin.com/company/borderlessaccess
http://www.borderlessaccess.com/

